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1. On August 20 I met French Amb Legourrier to get readout
on his delivery of Giscard letter to minstate agha shahi Aug 19.

2. Legourrier read me portions of English version of
Giscard's lengthy letter which Legourrier termed the most
extraordinarily obscure diplomatic communications he has ever
encountered. It is full of pious sentiments of friendship
and continued cooperation in many fields, including nuclear power
generation, but it does not mention the contract for the
reprocessing plant. There are two references to reprocessing:

(a) a brief recital of the French public statement of late
1976 stopping export of reprocessing plants and materials
(but conveniently ignoring French statement at that time
exempting the plant for Pakistan from that ban) and (b) a
murky reference to infce studies which it is hoped will
in time lead to satisfactory solutions of reprocessing
problems.
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3. Legourrierec said Gohar Shahi (Gohannakaz and Niazi also present) after repeated readings of the letter observed that the absence of any mention of the contract for the plant must mean that Giscard was refusing to accede to General Zia's request for reconsideration of French decision to cancel, to which interpretation Legourrierec assented. The Pak side further asserted that GOP could not under no circumstances agree to any linkage between INFCCE studies and the future of the reprocessing plant.

4. Legourrierec is certain the Paks understand that cancellation of the plant is a firm French decision. However, neither he nor I are clear about the next move. Legourrierec thinks he may be called for a meeting with General Zia where he will have a hard job providing oral exegesis of the artfully obscure letter. He still predicts AHSRP GOP retaliation including cancellation of Saviem truck DEAN and possibly recall of Pak Amb from Paris. He expressed polite hope that USG will not prematurely undertake consultations with Congress that run risk of public surfacing of French cancellation in Western press. I assured him that we would not embark on risky consultations without discussion with GOP. We agreed that Paks should be given chance to make the cancellation public in manner of their own choosing which I thought might begin in next few days with gingerly exposure in editorial of some elements of the issue.

5. I gave Legourrierec brief summary of our recent talks with Shahi in New York and here in which I took it to be a good sign that the Paks are bargaining over terms (what kind of assurances if any USG will require before we
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NORMALIZE US ASSISTANCE) RATHER THAN MAKING THREATS OR DISPUTING US NONPROLIFERATION POLICIES.

6. LEGOURRIERE ASKED MY VIEW OF NUKORES (APPEARENTLY STARTED IN INDIAN PRESS BUT KEPT ALIVE HERE BY SOV AND EE EMSOFFS) THAT THE PRC WILL BUILD A REPROCESSING PLANT FOR PAKS IF FRANCE REFUSES. I TOLD HIM THAT PRC AMB HAS TOLD ME THE PRC HAS NO SUCH PLANT ITSELF AND THEREFORE LACKS CAPABILITY OF BUILDING ONE FOR PAKS. I WILL SEE CHINESE AMB IN NEXT FEW DAYS TO SEE IF HE WILL EXPAND ON THAT STATEMENT. HUMMEL
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